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Sex-Positivity 
 Sexuality as a cross-cutting competency. 

 Therapist attitudes, comfort level, re: sexuality are crucial. 
 Sex attitudes more important than sex knowledge in willingness to address/tx. 

 Conceptualizes sexual diversity & pleasure as healthy, normative. 
 Rejects erotophobic, heterosexist, monogamist, moralistic views of sexuality. 

 Rejects ideas of sexual normality and deviance.  
 Focuses on individual perspectives, cultural influences, creative enrichment. 
 Requires exploration of internalized sex-negative attitudes, beliefs, biases. 

 Helps mitigate imposition of clinician attitudes regarding sex onto clients. 
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Presentation Notes
Sex-positive approaches begin with the assumption that sex practices and desires are inherently healthy and an important component of human development and connection. Upon this foundation, sex-positivity in counseling psychology then entails an exploration of the many ways our clients, trainees, and we have internalized sex-negative attitudes and belief systems. sex-positivity as a form of resilience against erotophobic messages, values, and biases that individuals may internalize and project onto others.Erotophobia, or a fear of sex and/or negative attitudes about sex, has been consistently documented throughout theoretical literature in psychologyclinicians can also become an ally to sexual minority clients by helping them address and cope with the stigma, social stress and internalization of societal negativity they likely incur as a product of their invisible minority status From this framework, the idea of “deviance” is abandoned, and the psychologist’s focus is on insider and outsider perspectives and transgressions to achieve love of self and love of self’s connection with the other consensus that sex practices and desires are grounded in cultural perspectives and also contain a variety of sex identities May provide a way to increase students’ sexuality training and competence, even within a tightly-packed graduate curriculum which cannot sustain additional course requirements.



Applications of Sex-Positivity 
 Provides a useful strengths-based perspective on sexual and gender 

diversity. 
 Encyclopedic knowledge less important than perspective and attitude. 

 Sex-Positivity as a source of resilience against societal erotophobia. 

 Clinicians as allies, collaboratively exploring sex-negative 
influences, effects. 
 Helping clients leverage sexual and gender identities/expressions as 

strengths. 
 Train to help clients sexually self-advocate.   
 Points clients to community. 
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Relational Diversity:  
Kink & Consensual Non-Monogamy 



BDSM/Kink 
Bondage & Discipline/Domination & Submission/Sadism & Masochism 

 

Common Components: 
 

• Consensuality 
• Mutually defined activities (shared understanding). 
• Eroticization of power via dominance & submission. 
• Role playing or fantasy (usually an erotic context). 
• Intense sensory stimulation and/or physical restriction. 
 

 Varies from casual activity to integral aspect of identity. 
 Roles: Top, Bottom, Switch 
 D/s Relationships: Incorp. eroticized power roles into relationship. 
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BDSM = The EROTICIZATION of power.Not all components must be present (except first two), but often are.GENDER BREAKDOWN OF ROLES: Male dom/Female sub. SLIGHTLY more common, but proportions are pretty close to even



Common Myths About BDSM 
 BDSM is rare. 
 ~10% of Americans have tried BDSM. 
 Over 60% have fantasized about it. 

 Only sick/unhealthy people are into it. 
 Numerous studies have found that kinky people are just as healthy 

and happy (or more) than non-kinky people. 

 BDSM interest is a result of childhood sexual                
abuse. 
 No link between childhood abuse and BDSM                                   

has been found. 
 Kinky-oriented people no more likely to have         

been victim of sexual coercion. 



Clinical Issues & Recommendations 
 Most kinky people seek therapy for unrelated reasons. 
 Clients may be reticent to disclose, or use it as a “test.” 
 Be aware that distress over kink identity may be a normal part of 

internalized cultural bias against altsex. 
 Do not assume client is not also interested in conventional sexual bx.  
 Do not assume abuse history due to BDSM involvement. 
 Remember that, as in any type of intimate relationship, abuse can co-exist 

with other, healthier, aspects of the relationship. 
 Questions to ask a client if concerned about potential abuse: 

• Are your needs and limits respected? 
• Are you able to express feelings of guilt, jealousy, unhappiness? 
• Can you refuse to do illegal activities and unsafe sex practices? 
• Can you choose to interact freely with others outside the relationship? 
• If you wanted to, could you walk away without fear of harm or retaliation? 

(Adapted from NCSF’s Statement on SM vs. Abuse) 
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Watch your countertransference. Educate yourself & consult!



Relational Diversity 
 Monogamy reified as culturally normative in USA.  
 Promotes perceptions of monogamy’s ubiquity, superiority.  
 Despite evidence that assumed benefits of monogamy (eg: safety, 

intimacy, stability, etc.) often not supported.  

 Mononormativity = Unquestioned assumption of monogamy’s 
normalcy and naturalness.  
 Monogamist paradigm remains unchallenged while other relationship 

styles are subordinated and stereotyped.  

 Mononormativity   Stigmatization of deviations from 
monogamy. 
 eg: Singleism 



Consensual Non-Monogamy  (CNM) 
 Infidelity = NON-consensual non-monogamy. 

 Basic components of CNM relationships: 
 Mutual agreement and awareness. 
 May involve sexual and/or emotional monogamy. 

 Research on CNM people/relationships have found they are just as 
healthy and happy as monogamous controls.  

 4-5% of American adults may be engaged in CNM relationships. 

 CNM relationships vary WIDELY. 
 Common basic categories: 
 Polyamory 
 Swinging 
 Open Relationships 
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Monogamy Swinging 

Open Relationships 

Polyamory 
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Swinging (aka “The Lifestyle”)Emotionally monogamousPrimarily Couple-basedRecreational and organizedOpen RelationshipsEmotionally monogamousNo organized culture, less couple-based, more independent.Agreements and boundaries vary widely:eg: Monogamish; Don’t Ask, Don’t TellPolyamoryEmotionally (and usually sexually) non-monogamous. Multiple concurrent romantic relationships, with knowledge and consent of all involved.Agreements and boundaries vary widely:Rules and “Veto Power”PolyfidelityMany different structures





Polyamory 
 Multiple simultaneous romantic or emotionally close relationships, 

with consent of all parties. 
 Often confused with polygamy (eg: Big Love, Sister Wives) 
 Many people reject polyamory identity/label, despite having similar 

relationship(s). 
 

 Structures and presentation vary widely: 
 Most common = primary dyad + secondary relationship(s).  
 Non-Hierarchical, Poly-family, Triad, Quad, “Tribe”, etc. 
 Frequent fluidity of relationships and structures over time. 

 

 Characterized By: 
 Emphasis on communication, agreements, egalitarianism. 
 Love and sex viewed as abundant, regenerative. 
 De-catastrophizing and deconstruction of jealousy. 
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Discuss sharp philosophical differences between polygamy/polygyny and polyamory.polyamory rejects the Western conceptualization of love and sex as finite resources in an economy of scarcity, whereby if one person gets more, another must therefore get less JEALOUSY EX:People often ask “Don’t you get jealous?”  As if feeling jealous is worst, most intolerable thing in the world.  Poly treats jealousy more like a headache.



Clinical Issues & Recommendations 
 Most CNM people seek therapy for unrelated reasons. 
 CNM people may fear disclosing, or use disclosure as a “test” of clinician.  
 Some common CNM-related presenting issues: 
 Couple deciding whether CNM is right for them: 
 Assistance with coming out re: CNM (esp. poly). 
 Negotiating & communicating CNM boundaries, rules. 
 Dealing with internalized societal negativity/shame. 
 Mononormativity = Unquestioned assumption of monogamy’s normalcy, naturalness.  
 Stress of invisibility, concealment, invalidation. 

 Clinical Recommendations 
 Avoid forced-choice questions, predefined categories on intake forms. 
 “Would you describe your relationship as monogamous?” 
 If no, don’t conflate sexual and emotional non-monogamy. 
 “How do you feel about your current (relationships/agreements)?” 

 Don’t focus unnecessarily on CNM.  
 Watch wording, order of questions for “implicit” meanings, microaggressions.

  



Thank you! 

Questions?  Comments? 
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